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Introduction
About Robeco and Robeco Private Equity
Robeco is an international asset manager offering an extensive range of
active investments, from equities to bonds and alternatives. Research lies
at the heart of everything Robeco does, with a pioneering but cautious
approach that has been in its DNA since the foundation in Rotterdam in
1929. Robeco believes strongly in sustainability investing, quantitative
techniques and constant innovation.
Robeco Private Equity is the private equity arm of Robeco that raises
capital from professional investors and selects private equity funds that
deploy it through privately-held companies. The aim is to grow and
improve those companies, resulting in a higher valuation and attractive
return when the investment is realized. Robeco Private Equity benefits
from the broader Robeco organization, RobecoSAM as a sustainability
investment specialist as well as ORIX (Robeco’s parent company) with
extensive resources and industry expertise.
Robeco Private Equity’s investment philosophy is based on three
objectives: maximizing long-term value investing with a disciplined and
research-driven process and providing transparency and control. We
are long-term investors, typically investing in private equity funds for
around ten to twelve years. This long-term commitment is based on the
expectation that the funds will build lasting and sustainable companies
before they sell them. To be able to create value private equity funds have
to manage environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks in their
portfolio companies and take advantage of ESG opportunities. That is
why Robeco Private Equity started a dialogue on ESG integration with the
private equity fund managers back in 2004. We were one of the first asset
managers in the industry to launch a private equity strategy with an ESG
Engagement Program. The program currently includes over 70 private
equity firms.
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Pegasus is an example of a private equity firm that has quickly recognized
the importance of good and formalized ESG framework for its portfolio
companies. This note describes the milestones in their ESG journey since
their fund V has been added to our ESG engagement program.

Pegasus Capital Advisors
Founded in 1996, Pegasus is a private, alternative asset management
firm managing approximately $1.9 billion in assets across four private
equity funds, mainly focused on North America. Pegasus primarily makes
control investments in middle-market companies and seeks to create
value and impact through creative investment structures, while leveraging
its operational expertise and deep industry knowledge. Pegasus
has recognized the need for solutions for climate change and health
and wellness and increasingly has focused on sustainable industries
with positive environmental and social impacts. The performance of
investments with robust ESG and / or positive impact features led Pegasus
to the point where 100% of its most recent fund is invested with these
approaches. This is demonstrated in the firm’s increasing exposure to the
investment themes such as:
– 	water,
– 	food,
– 	energy,
– 	waste and recycling,
– 	living spaces,
– 	microbiome,
– 	fitness, sleep and mind-body,
– 	and other sub-themes.
Robeco Private Equity started the dialogue on ESG integration with
Pegasus in 2011 when its Fund V was added to the ESG engagement
program. At the time, Pegasus did not have a formal ESG framework in
place, but was integrating ESG best practices on a deal-by-deal basis, as
the firm deemed applicable. Given the firm’s positive experiences with
ESG integration, as well as the emerging wealth of research and evidence
making the case for more formalized integration, Pegasus expressed
plans to formalize its ESG policy and start disclosing information on ESG.
Over the subsequent years, Robeco Private Equity encouraged Pegasus to
– 	appoint an ESG manager,
– 	more formally incorporate ESG themes in its due diligence and
ownership practices,
– 	engage with portfolio companies to set up ESG action plans and
– 	formulate KPIs to measure progress and report on achievements.

Pegasus furthermore decided to develop an ESG Management System
(ESG-MS) to provide a more comprehensive framework for the firm to
enhance its positive environmental and social impacts, as well as to
mitigate or avoid potential negative impacts of its investments. The
ESG-MS provides guidance, policies and procedures at the portfolio
management level, to be applied throughout the investment cycle.
As next steps, Pegasus has launched internal training on the ESG-MS
and is working on publishing its first public sustainability / ESG / impact
report. The report is expected to include each company’s 2016 ESG and
impact performance highlights, as well as notable lessons learned and a
summary of more formalized metrics and KPIs identified as goals for 2017
reporting. The firm asked each of its Fund V companies to identify the
top two to three SDGs with which they align, as well as ESG and impact
highlights and opportunities. Each company is identifying more specific
indicators to track their progress against these goals. For the 2016 report,
company-specific climate change data was collected, such as:
– 	Lighting Science’s over 10 million LED lights sold annually, which
reduced energy use by over 9 million MWh.
– 	ReCommunity’s recycling operations resulted in approximately 5.8
million metric tons of reduced GHG emissions, approximately 2.8
million cubic yards of reduced landfill space, and approximately 19
million gallons of wastewater reduction from landfill space.
– 	Six Senses has set goals for the year 2020 to reduce GHG emissions
and energy consumption by 20%, water consumption by 30%, and to
increase grey / rainwater use and reduce waste generation by 40% in
resort operations.
The efforts that Pegasus has put into building its ESG program have been
acknowledged and the manager was awarded an A score in our latest
ESG assessment. In a relatively short period Pegasus has made a journey
from an “ESG laggard” to an “ESG leader” in Robeco Private Equity’s ESG
engagement program.

In 2014, Pegasus launched an ESG Leadership Plan, setting a foundation
for more formalized ESG integration. In 2015, Pegasus also launched an
impact measurement initiative to assess the ESG progress of its portfolio
companies. All Fund V companies now have ESG-related assigned roles
and responsibilities, and certain ESG metrics and KPIs and/or reporting
systems were identified to be further developed into a quarterly and
annual reporting framework to Pegasus.
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Important information
This document has been prepared by Robeco Private Equity. Robeco Private Equity is the marketing name for the private equity division of Robeco Institutional Asset Management B.V. (“Robeco”).
Robeco is licensed in the Netherlands as an alternative investment fund manager within the meaning of Directive 2011/65/EC regarding alternative investment fund managers (the “AIFMD”).
Robeco Private Equity has not yet started the process of registering the proposed funds and product ideas (the “Funds”) with the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (“AFM”) that are
included in this document.
The information contained in this document is solely intended for professional investors within the meaning of the AIFMD or persons and/or entities which are authorized to receive such information under applicable laws of the relevant jurisdiction (the “recipient” or “you”).
Investors who are interested in potentially investing with Robeco should obtain their own legal and tax advice. Any decision to invest with Robeco should be based on full and final offering documents relating to a relevant Robeco financial instrument, which would be available free of charge at Robeco.
The private equity funds shown in this document (“Funds”) are presented solely as examples of Robeco Private Equity’s capabilities, for information purposes only and do not constitute an offer to,
or an equivalent to subscribe for, or investment advice in connection with the Funds or any related financial instruments. The interests in the Funds have not been authorized or registered by any
U.S. federal or state or any foreign securities commission or (financial) regulatory authority or supervisor in any jurisdiction. Please note that Robeco has not done any investigation with regard to
the possibility of the offering of interests in the Funds outside the European Union and the interests in the Funds are intended for private placement purposes only in jurisdictions where such private
placements are fully allowed. Therefore, each recipient represents warrants and agrees it has not made and will not make an offer of the interests in the Funds in any jurisdiction. There is no public
market for the interests in the Funds. Please note that the Funds are not principal protected and as a result of this an investor might lose its entire investment. The value of investments may fluctuate. Past results are no guarantee of future performance. The information relating to performance is for historical information only.
This document has been prepared on a confidential one on one basis for private use by the recipient only, solely for discussion purposes with respect to Robeco Private Equity’s capabilities. Any
reproduction or distribution of the content of this document, in whole or in part, or the disclosure of its contents, without the prior written consent of Robeco, is prohibited. By reading this document, the recipient fully agrees to the foregoing. Robeco makes no representation or warranty concerning the accuracy or completeness of the information in this document, and assumes no
liability whatsoever to the recipients or any of their affiliates in connection with the use of or reliance on the document. Robeco assumes no duties to the recipients in relation to the information
contained in the document, and has no obligation to update the recipients in the event that facts or assumptions contained therein or implied thereby alter or prove to be inaccurate or otherwise
misleading. The recipients should rely solely on their own examination of the information contained or incorporated by reference in this document. All copyrights, patents, intellectual and other
property, and licenses regarding the information in this document are held and obtained by Robeco. These rights will not be passed to persons accessing this information.
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Unless otherwise specified, the information in this document has not been audited or reviewed by independent public accountants or financial auditors.

